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ABSTRACT
Dreams can be used to draw students into an authentic

expression of,their creativity and to give them some validation'for
,what they ire as persons. A "dream seminar" in a writing course'could
hive students read and discuss Whitman's "Leaves of Grass"; log,
report, and discuss their dreams during the course; and explore other
Corms of expressive writing. The dreams would serve as a personal and
cultural touchstone for the imaginative and the authentic. The public
sharing of these private experiences reveals the commonality of those

_texpeyiences while, respecting the authenticity of the individual:
*Therdrare four fUnctions of the dream seminar: .(1) it is "a-
self-governed and self-driven class; (2) ittaps creativity directly

4 in to supportive ways, psychologicaland rhetorical; (3) it yokes ,

together the rhetorical polarity of public versus private writing;
and (41 it:- provides student writing with validation And authenticity.

.'SOme
possible problems with `the' dream seminar include avoidence ,

behavior among the studenig, a tendency on the part of the students'
to co sider the course "si lly," and tile responsiblity of the teacher,

. to-ba - 'ce the self-growth aspec ,.,.,wit h acadetic-evaluations.. Used
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examination of rhetoricalrliespowsibility and personal interaction
within the context of creativity and writing that engages in the
evaluation.of.literary culture. (HOD)
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DREAMS: Reading-the Songs of the Sel ment do not necessarily represent off ctal NIE
po.m.,,,,,,,A4

b C. W. Spinks t

Undoubtedly these are those who wonder what do dreams

have to with writing--much less the teaching of writing?

Or those. who ask how does one "read" songs of the self in

such a wad that they seem to have some connection with

dreamt or dreaming? Or, those who ponder .what dreams and

writing (assuming they can be connected) have'. to do with
r

roles and reponsibilities for readers? Not suprisirs13, I

think I can make a 'case that wil'1 answer these questionS',

fortr teach a courte which tries to weave all of these
I 6elements together;, *I'die it has proven to be a, most

productive and interesting class. It is called "Dreams The

Songs of the Self," and. it seeks to draw students into an

authentic expression'of their -creativit and to give them
4

some validation for w at they are as persons through the

format of the DREAM SEMINAR,

Before attempting.ip answer those questions I just
_<

suggested, let me explain .first exactly, what it is that I

do,in the classroom and what I expect it to do in the

teaching of writing. First, the idea'that I am' using is

stolen onewith permission frOm Richard M. Jones at The,

Evergreen 'State College _in Olympia, Washington from. his

book THE DREAM :POET, 'and if what I say here sbggests
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possibilities to you, you shOWd *take g look at Jones. His

suggestions, cav3ats, anvi fenco agements are of immense..

help. What 1 have done is simply to develope my 'own version

Of someone else'skidea4 but Jones's idea is such a powerful"

one that it'is immensely productive.and adaptable to both

personal Styles and different academic situations. What one

does is to build a clats around qr.) selected and relevant
1

academic topic and the dreams .of the class members and ,then

to use the Lass as a forum for 6iscussion and writing

about the intOr-relationh,ips that are, discovered. :'Jones

'and his colleagues at Evergrseh hay -done courses bied on

'FrelYd,
,
thaucery and others. My own (arid as I have since

. .

-:-

discovered not so original)
.

adaptation is to cente7r such's
. .

.

___OrPam_semlnar in--a-wr-itill"---1225gPSgdemiclf-oetts-was
0 .

eN

the poetry of Walt Whitman. M 'students reek and discuss
.., . ; .

Whitman's LEAVES OF GRASS; they log, .report, and discuss'

a
va

their dreams during the course; and they are required to

explore other 'forms of expressive writing, as well. To some

extent, the bent' of this particular class is toward

creative writing, but that- is only tprtly the consequence
4.

theof ,, structure, This first group of students just
,

happened to be "(unless information' circulating about the

course worked as pre-seAction 'device) interested in

creative writing. Blot regardless of the' type of- writing,:
.
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these students do a huge amount of it six major, gaded

(for average) pieces, a daily dreaMlog with 'reflectilons and

responses, and a two hour 'writing assignment each week

dittoed and circulated. for,the class. They can--and often-

do--write other things in addition: letters, respOnses,

critiques, etc--mogl.' of which are generated by, them wtith

only gentle encourgement from K.
t

The course is set 'up On, the tri-partite basis. At the

first meeting of the week,. we discuss the readings or

whatever,dreams May be brought to classboth of these ma °

.

. ..%...
take a little prompting earl. iln the semester. Then between

. -
la

the first and second meetings PT the weeks the students are'.

asked to write two hours in...'l'esponse to the readings, the
.

.. f ,-.

dreams, or .the dis'cussions (arid re a e tas). At the

second meeting, \ the ywritings" area read td the class and
4

. '
discussed. Arid finally the two -hour writing assigment is

t

dittogd and circulated the nert,_ week, 'for fi

//lj.ng

and

further written responses which can be .for used and

continued - in some systematic way or 'be' al3ro d to, find

their own direction. There. are also a series of what I Call

"Self-primer" writing assignments

narrative,' etc for those who seem

on dreams, fantasHk,

be dry during a

1-

particular week; so far these have, been needed for only

about two or three weeks, . and then the ,selves ofi,the,
.

C.
4
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students take over, and the teacher's task becomes one of

encouraging'selection and editing rather than generation.

This last semester a class of 14 students used nearly three

hundred ditto masters, consumed nearly, .10. reams of

memograph paper, and produced

about two and one half Pounds"!

(

notebooks each weighting
.

0 So as ,ou can see, this is p.articulary a writing

course rather than just a dream "discussion group. , The

thrjst Of (1%3 assumption, the inteiht of, (1%3 "shared" design,
-

5

the goal of my lecturettes grid facilitation is to get the

students writing artd respondieg to writing, and as:ones

points.out the dream seminar is ideal far exact"that.

'-lkrearfs participate in individual creativity' and are usuall"

a

)

fascinating; they afe c6ntered' in individual sig ificances

et- seem to have R, recognizable' familiaTit, they. are

common to all iraividuals while-keeping a unique quality;
. r

and the are a personal and 'cultural touchstone for the

.imaginative and the authentic.- Let me 'underscore that last

one--thel/ are -a-personal
.

:AND cultural touchstone for the

limaginative AND the authentic. Threre is no need here to
IW

deveope a defense of dreams; there. are more than'enOUgh

F$schologists, artists, arid others to testify about the

',.mporit of dreahis_that T will riot argue far the valkpit of

dgeams for the creativity proces. But '1 do want to argue;
r

5
1111
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3*ke ,Jones, that dreams are -most useab le in an cademic

'context, and.that'is where the .creativity tin ,a context of

authenticitargument is most important.

.
.

A dream seminar is *plore than Just ouch-feel fun.-,
.

and gams. approach to ,writing. ,- It validates and 11

authenticates, writing and creativiti3 in an academic.
4 ,

4 . context. 'It is' the individual's touching-the'touchstone of- ,
. J.

his or her- own creativity --in living-r,-- nightly color; it is

:the. individual sensing 'tile pattern of his or, her own
. s.

significances.; it is-. 'the individu,a1 comprehending the
15.

f semiotics ge his/her own experience; anti finall it is the

individual doinall -.of these in a public fashion, for the
.

'public sharing of .these priVate- experiences reveal the.

.
.coMoonalit of

.

those experiences, the significances, and

the culture while respecting the authenticity df. the
, .,

individpal. The drem seriinar. becomes' p vehicle for both/ .r

1,.

validation of personal
m

subSectivti -and .te authenticatiOn
.

o' of cultural objeCtivit., It produces* a continual laboratory,:
. .for

.

examinatispn of rhetorical responsibility and perscinal'

'interaction withi n the context of creativity and ,writing'

that" en in 'that- most acaderiic of I activitie's - -the e-

,

evaluationof
literaryRR

culture.

There are four major dimensions to the function

s
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101
dream seminar that areirof particular interest t9

.

a teacher .cuar eies

of writing., One, it reall'., is a self-governed and
i

self-driven class. Motivating is uncessar; the dreams

(within the context of the reading and writing) soon pull

the class in a self chosen direction whidh is of particular

interest . to the students because it is from-them, for theM,

and about theM. The quality of writing and the quality ofti
1

response become -uniquel responsibie; .for the studenis have

to learn .to be both -tough and tender, fair and critical,

.

open and calculating because they instinctiveltnow that

what is being displayed and reacted to is very much theirs

and 'their own. Self discovery and self-expression becomes

'their own govenors; they mOdulate the responses they

facilitate the explorations, and they necessitate -concern

.for the best expression possible. So as one does riot need.
.1

to-motivatet'orie does riot need to correct. One directs and

fS6-'11/ts"what the student or the class would' do, and
tr

enticity and validationconsequently intensifies the

processes.
C

A° second to the dream seminar is that it

. .

taps the creative directly in two differehzt and mutuall-
t

suppor ve was--one psychological,' the other rhetorical..
b

Psychologically, Jones points Wit, the process of

`Oreaming 'is, the process of cr'eating narratives which
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utilize all the devices narratives will need letting,

,viewpoint, sequenge, 'character, symbol, image, etc): The

dream is riot only a creation itself, it alto suggests and

exemplifies all 'they devices at creativity -dnamight--use.

The dream orientation" is obviously wel). su4ed for creative

writing situation, but it ".also is usefUl for.nqn-creative

writing situations, which bringt;me to the rhetor'icalside

of creativItg. The students, are brought face to face with a

number of, rhetorical problems by dream exploration jand

discussio6. For example, they quickly get a sense (probably
\

no more). of style, for dreams are .intensely personal. They

learn quickly to dealwith voice and
O.

persona becausedreamS

push the complexity of the presenter at the recepients.

The quickly sense 'the power of metaph6r: and Atonomg, the

capaditg of sequenclng, the productivitg.of symbol; and the
. . . ,

complexities of audience. In short, they are driawri into the
. .

web of creative language and rhettorit, which can be and is
-

applied to other kinds of writing'than %just crativet This
.. . .

-. -
.

4

last "application" does take some patienoa--asmwch for the

`students as angope, for 'it is riot direct and s,eevis'to le al,
;

.
,

odds ,with' the directions of a "dream seminar." But Lhe,
. .

written interactions of the students can easil be pushed

toward non-creative writing issues try a sensitive teacher.

4

The. third dimension to a dream seminar is also

I

S

<
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partitularly a writing issue, for the dreaM seMinar yokes

together like no other technique the rhetorical polarity of

public versus private--i realities, in style 1% in manners,

An-images, ins-e-srftrots-,--iTi navrattvestetc. Dreams b their

very nature are private, ar,pd yet they are discussed and

.responded to publicly. Writing--at least by it cultural

function-has been 'regarded as Private, but reading and

discussion of it makes is intensely ,public (for the writer

at least, the,eaders haye a different sent, bf blinders

which also can be eSplared). The oleo"I know what I want to

write, t:lut I just can't do it" is shown here to Jae the
1

hollow cliche it is, for quickly the issue which Must be

faced--like it is evertime.we wrj.te- -is what parts of A

' self am I Willing to (or. do,I need to) share with this

. audience. The dreaM seminar quickly goes to war. with the

soliPistic defense ploy 'of young (or blockedYwriters, for
ti -

'it shows them that their "priVate" made "public" is what

, writing is all- abd6t--the concatenation of all sorts of

from all sorts of people for all sorts .of

rea n s. the false dichotomies of pubLic Voice vs private

voice, or pi.iv;te honesty vs, publicqlp,ocris, or publib

realitt° vs private reality, or private language Vs, publibt

lanyage are--if not laid to rest- -put in their proper

perspective: one is the .builodig blockof the other. The
,

"private views"

..1
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nature of smbblic interactibn is that it uses a number of
I , .

polarities -- langue and parole, form 'and cor(tent,,,structv.re'

and style, voice and audience, 'Meaning and eXpressidn,

ete--ta weave signi icance, power, ,arl

aedthetics. One quickly finds' out that tAere is no hiOina

.place from 'the responsibilities of being either a writer or

a reader. And this briks me to.My final dimension.

The fourth, and I think most. importa4, ,dimension of

the' dream seminar, in\a writing class is that it provides
A

'two important psychological functions for the inexperienced

writer. .It givet both validation and authenticity. As I

said earlier, it gives validation of personal .subjectivit

and authentication .to' cultural obje6tivitg. Let me explain

what I mean by those two terms, for I choose them to

reflect the pattern of public vs private'tension I just

. mentioned. Par.t'of the power of the dream seminar is, the

confrontatiot:ibetween the public aria private diKensions 131'

creativity, dreaming, and writing. The seminar demonstrates

,again and again the public validity of private experience,

the public commonality .ofs expression, the public

reception of private creation, etc. The. student was again

and again the commonalit of his/her experience with t

- of others ini.creativit, dreaming0 and writing.. '1 t. at the

same' time, there ie no need to get lost in some herd
_110

1
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. rithos, for the dreams in particular and theirs effect upon

1/4 writing .in,general authenticates the individual experience

and expression because it allOws the students to see the

°cultural co mona i-t;3 to their individual expressIonsiThe
..

direction of the dreams, the direction of the clast,

direction of the discussion, tb direction of the responses

al are uniquely fjrom that -class -end those students; but

there will be sufficient individual differences--if not
A

cultural differences to let them sense a useable balance .

between 'the public and the private. The,know it you Suidw

it and much real: interaction is .built on the rhetorical

assumption, that there is a Common base'the'indfvidual,cah
A'

utilize, Without surrendering his or. her uniqueness;.Such

yoking of personal validationwith.a sense of individual

aUthenticit and public authenticity through private

validation, does .Much for, the confidence of the students.

Writing becomes their own .writing, and thee will defend it

nuture ittsuffer through it, and agonize over it because

they want it to'present them as good Irithe can appear.

Thee fin'd their %/dices and thee will not be silenced..

o

Now, I would be dishTmest if I pretended that all

this works perfectly. There are a nqrber of problems which

have to be faced in such a class--some of them seem

monumental. For example; avOdence behaviour will be
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.
, .

_ rampant at first; after all, dreams.are. very personal and
, . , , .

.'the class is 'scary .at first.. A number of students will

drop--if .proper1,3* informed--betause,su+ discussion'is just
.'.

teeiftter;s-e-.--Butt-heri-1-1 rums t Q.. .,

gently reminded. The root-cause of this avoidence is the

'-banxiety one feels about dreaming on 'demand, and onethas to

be tolerant of resistences while pushing students to go on

'with their-dreams.-Remember you can't order the to'dreamon

demand or redord on demand, it has to be-learned gradually

and Worked with purpose, expectation, ard trust. Also, -

there is a bit. of a tendenc,3--u6til thJ validation sand

authentication' phates take over--to consider such a class
0

as "too weird" or "too,s41,3" to be taken serious1,3 It
K

has they look- of sdme_sort of academic cotton candg that
/?.

.

will in the long rOn leave one intellectually thirsty.-How

zerimus a problem this will be depends on how much- your
.

studea\ tS,are.driveri by external standards of leavning,.. but
.

#

J
it is apassing tendency for-most students. They quick..

'?

see the practicality of the skills the,31earn and sense the

personal Value of what they are discove Also,.-the

class takes a extraordinary emount of time and attention.
1

,If it is to be effective the tealcher mu be involved in

.

the process as much as t studen meeps confrontint

a.-number of one/ Cliches about writing !and. the

12.

O
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teaching thereof. put Mostly it means tremendous ailounte of

reading and writing, for you have to follomv the -dream,
. -

4.,

.
processouf-velf.;,'A so such a labor

.

intensive clads

'suggests this is6lialge a class for "honors" sections than
.

F e,
"regular." students or even ".remedial" ( students, but' evert

00
though I have yet to try the class with such students.. tLaN

not convinced it needs to be limited to "honors students;"

after all everyone drdame and is creative in that

particular sense.' One siMply. needs to try to tap the

creative sobrce. But it also .true that this class will

create scheduling problems, for its structure and timing d&

not fit,neaflinto the 3, hour a week mode. So you have to

struggle with schedulihg problems--for the class ,and with

the .students. 'F'inally, the greatest problem with the-

seminar--for the teacher at .least--is how to balance the
k ,

self-growth aspects of the class with academic evaluations;

there is little eut='and-dried content here, and the format

means giving a great deal:of respect to individual styles.

So I suspect is means higher grading, but feelincris

that such higher gf es reflect .a better Oliduct and -a

better producer.

You have to decide...if such limitations are too much of

r.

a libilit for you or not. But whatever you decide, a dream

seminar is, a demanding course -thr both students and
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teacher/'It demands not onIg huge 'amounts of timd, paper,

.and writing, it also demands a keen sense of responsbilit%3
.

as a reader7the topic of this panel, for one most be. .

accepting without being a pushover; one must he honest --el

without being cynical one most be open withotit b.eing

transparent; one must be a'4 critic without being critical;

one most be sensitive without being mush; one most be

tolei'ant get confrontive,' suggestive e-t. unintrusive',

listening withoyt rehearsing, sharing'' and still accepting,

giving and still takingr ad, infintum. One is obligatLI to

be authentic, and that is no efes task--even for .a teachdr.

.

As I tell~ the students, being in Abch lk 'class is mostl

participating in the ~fullest speotrum of humanness.

Cheap-shot roles and cookie-cutter responses just won't do.

,The goal here is consubstantialit--to use Ross Winterowd's

term; what we are after.is the validation and authenticit43

of'a rhetorical- communitth a creative communitth and a

human communit. So1ietimes not knowing or not having a

readg response is the best thing, for after all the

dreamers's dreams are:their own--for good or'ill, and part

' of what'we are is teaching others that their writing

is thef-r.ownemabe. -POT' ill, but hopefollg for good.

14,


